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LAMP
150W MH Sylvania 'METAL ARC PRO-TECH' OR EQUAL

CLEAR POLYCARBONATE ACORN GLOBE TOP 13.5" WIDE 35" HIGH
AT 20W 150M MED PCT LBR5 TB4 ANBK

A T20 W150M MED P/N PCT LBR5 TB4 L1684 ANBK

CAST IRON/STEEL FLUTED SHAFT. 12 FLUTES TOTAL
P/N P2 C20' 15 3T3 ANBK BLACK FINISH OR KELLY MOORE DTM S725 569 WROUGHT IRON BLACK.

ACCESS DOOR W/TAMPER PROOF SCREW

20" DIA. BOTTOM OF BASE

1" PVC 2 - #12 +#12 GR IN-LINE FUSE

1/2"Ø x 18": HOT DIPPED GALV. L TYPE ANCHOR BOLTS (4 PER POLE)

CHRISTY N16 PULLBOX WITH 12" EXTENSION AND T31 LID MARKED "LIGHTING"

REINFORCING:
6-#4 VERTICAL WITH #4 TIES @ 6" O.C.
4-#4 TIES IN TOP 12" OF PIER AROUND ANCHOR BOLTS KEEP REBAR 3" FROM EDGES (TYP.) IN ANY DIRECTION

MANUFACTURER:
ANTIQUE STREET LAMPS, INC.

NOTES:
ALL LIGHTS REQUIRE SUBMITTAL OF A LIGHTING PLAN TO THE UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT/CAMPUS PLANNING AND DESIGN OFFICE FOR APPROVAL THAT IDENTIFIES FIXTURE TYPE, LAMP, HEIGHT, LOCATIONS, AND RELATIONSHIPS TO ADJACENT OFF-SITE LIGHTS.

CONCRETE BASE

LANDSCAPING

PAVEMENT

PVC 45° ELL

VIEW A-A

6" PVC 45° ELL

MAIN CONDUIT FEEDER (PVC) 1-1/4" MINIMUM

FINISH GROUT

GALVANIZED NUTS AND WASHERS

1/2" x 18": HOT DIPPED GALV. L TYPE ANCHOR BOLTS (4 PER POLE)

3-3/4" DIA. X 17" LONG ANCHOR BOLTS WITH 3" ELL.

BOND ANCHOR BOLTS TO REBAR WITH #6 BARE SOLID COPPER. MAKE CONNECTIONS WITH EXOTHERMIC WELDS OR APPROVED CONNECTORS.

3-3/4" DIA. X 17" LONG ANCHOR BOLTS WITH 3" ELL.
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